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love is a verb                                            
(communication needs twice the expression in a c.r.i.s.i.s.) 

The authors believe that love is a verb that exemplifies its essence best when 
expressed, free-flowing and unconditional. The same is with communication; 
in a crisis scenario, communication has to be more than static. It is all about 

the right proficiency in the language, about an actionable plan and so on. 
Communication in c.r.i.s.i.s. is about caring, feeling, listening  & expressing 

without hesitation or ambiguity.  
 

Crisis is not new to corporates; yet when it arrives, many       
organisations feel inadequate in dealing with it, especially 
when it comes to communicating with stakeholders like 
employees in those trying times.  

So what makes a crisis so special that we abandon our           
standard operating processes and run helter-skelter? One            
perspective is that most of our standard operating pro-
cesses are drawn up for normal / regular times or drawn in 
the comfort zone of good times and while doing so we 
cannot comprehend the complexities of a crisis and often 
leave them inadequate in anticipating the nuts and bolts of 
a crisis. Whatever basic processes we have drawn for crisis 
times, are based on some assumptions/hypothesis rather 
than experience and historical facts.   

Another challenge that we experience is that most of 
the SOPs drawn are biased and so focused on process and 
business continuity that communication often takes a back-
seat and loses out.  



So the question is, what makes Crisis Communication so        
different? To articulate in simple terms, crisis builds an                        
atmosphere of COLD MADness at the workplace.   

• C onfusion  
• O verwhelming  
• L oss of Logic  
• D isjointed Source of Information  
• M misguided Information  (Facts Vs Fiction)  
• A nxious and Anxiety filled Audiences  
• D isappearance of Leadership  

•  Confusion -a sense of confusion & chaos is a hall-
mark of any crisis.  Suddenly all sensibilities and process-
es get thrown out of the window, as famously stated by 
Joker in the movie Batman ‘it is like street dogs’ chasing 
the car’. The reason for this is that our brains/mindset are 
so tuned to follow a set  process that any deviation in the 
same leads to a state of ambiguity/loss of dignified re-
sponse.   

• Overwhelming - confusion and chaos leads to a 
tense situation, where on one hand we are processing 
new information and on other we have multiple new re-
sources pumping in all kind of information and this often 
overwhelms us, leading to a dilemma; either the avoid-
ance of processing of that  information or the denial or 
losing calm and becoming  irritated. 



• Loss of Logic - Another outcome of the prevailing              
confusion and overwhelming atmosphere is complete 
Lack of Logic while consuming information. All irrational 
and obvious fake information also seem to be accurate 
and acceptable. Even most rational thinkers fall prey to 
fake news / biased opinions being expressed. 

  
• Disjointed Sources of Information - For normal 

times we have well-defined sources for information dis-
semination, and they work well in tandem. But in crisis we 
often witness arbitrary volunteers popping up and shar-
ing their thoughts and advises which are often disjointed 
from the theme, leading to further confusion and mud-
dling of singular message/strategy.  

• Misguided information (Fact Vs Fiction) - Most of us 
are so busy passing off the information that we often miss 
putting a mechanism in place, which will classify the in-
formation in circulation as Fact or Fake. We all are keen to 
be FIRST, rather than FILTER what is Right / Wrong.    

• Anxious and Anxiety filled Audiences - We need to  
understand and appreciate that during crisis, our audi-
ences aren’t in the best of their moods/sentiments. Most 
of the stakeholders are in a state of anxiousness & anxi-
ety, wherein they are looking for closures / call to action 
rather than lengthy explanations or how we arrived at the 
analysis. 



• Disappearance of Leadership - Communication is 
only as powerful as the credibility of its source. Often in 
crisis we notice that the leadership which is the most 
credible source is either too busy firefighting the situation 
and does not consider communication as a priority or 
shies away from communication because of ambiguity. In 
either case, this disappearance of leadership leads to 
more rumours, chaos and ambiguity.  

So how should communication in crisis operate vis-a-vis 
normal / standard times? Well, it is mostly similar to how we 
handle it during regular times, except for one principle 
which becomes extremely critical in crisis- Expression.  

Love is a verb- This phrase exemplifies its essence best 
when expressed, free-flowing and unconditional. The same 
is with communication; in a crisis scenario, communication 
must be more than static. It is all about the right proficiency 
in the language, about an actionable plan and so on. 
Communication in c.r.i.s.i.s. is about caring, feeling, listen-
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ing  & expressing without hesitation or ambiguity . Below 
C.R.I.S.I.S x c.r.i.s.i.s model comprehensively covers all the 
critical dimensions: While All caps (C.R.I.S.I.S) is something 
that we must follow, small caps (c.r.i.s.i.s) indicates what is 
optional, but certainly adds a layer of compassion to the 
overall communication. 

•  C : Credibility by Visibility  
 Crisis tempts us to go into hiding because we aren’t 

sure what to commit and comment; an exact reverse of the 
same is Visibility. Its is a proven fact, that whenever leaders 
have taken up the onus to stand up with courage and con-
viction, history has always respected them, irrespective of 
the results. For example, Churchill in WW II. 

   
 It is important to understand that Visibility builds Credi-

bility and this visibility should be consistent across the Digi-
tal and Non-Digital platforms. The broad thumb rule can be 
a minimum of 2 times per week to a maximum of 3 per 
week across all channels of communication.   

•  c : ‘Care Response’- Empathy in Listening  
 In our Zeal to communicate we often miss the point 

out that communication also consists of the dimension of 
Listening, besides sharing / addressing. Often, we are so 
preoccupied with talking that we budget all our time and 
energy only towards talking, and not listening.  

    Listening with Empathy or ‘Care Response’ is a quality     
which is utmost necessary in a Crisis. Stakeholders are                         



concerned and vulnerable and want to vent out their feel-
ings and insecurities and at that time, the leaders with Care 
Response mindset often excel. 

  
• R : Responsibly Transparent   
 We have seen, time and again, how subterfuge and 

lies destroy organizations. The basic principles are quite 
simple: Be upfront. Take responsibility. Tell the truth. Never 
engage in a cover-up, deceit, or unethical behaviour of any 
kind. 

    We need to remember that bad behaviour will find its 
way to the headlines – eventually. We need to appoint a set 
of professionals to act as ethical body to monitor all the                       
communications and raise red flags in time, if any devia-
tions are noted, which could be minor inconsistencies or 
glamourised distorted versions of facts.  

     
•  r : Respond Real Time   

Respond and not react is the key & an equally critical di-
mension like real time. In crisis, we witness a strange phe-
nomenon where time seems to be travelling faster than 
during normal times, when it comes to rumours and gos-
sips and hence responding in real-time is required hygiene 
to control the damage.  

             
     In a global village which never sleeps, it is imperative 

we need a team to monitor the communication streams at 
all times, pick up the possible escalations in time and pre-
pare a properly thought-through response within the given 
SLA and ensure it gets communicated. 



• I: Inform, inform & inform      
How much is too much and how much is less enough- this 
should never be a point of debate, as in a crisis scenario, 
no amount of information is too much and the repetition of 
message is not frowned upon. Many a times, the intended 
audiences may miss the original message or may welcome 
reinforcements and hence X3x is a welcome formula.  

    X3x (multiplier 3 times) is a figurative representation    
which states that a message can be repeated thrice, and the 
same message must be ideally communicated through 3 
different            mediums for maximum reach. Any commu-
nication should be considered to be in excess only if 2/3rd 
of the audience indicate this feedback, until then just con-
tinue to inform, inform & inform..   

•  i : Intelligent Implementable scenario plans 
Drawing up a detailed scenario plan that outlines every                       
conceivable crisis and appropriate response to it, is highly               
time-consuming and resource heavy, which is why many of 
us do not create them proactively.  

             
     Intelligent implementable scenarios plans are drawn 

on the model of Hub & Spoke wherein each of the compo-
nents of any communication like Audience, Message, 
Medium, Frequency etc. are drawn as independent ele-
ments  and based on the constantly developing scenarios 
these components are picked and a strategy is constructed.   



• S : Strategise (audience profi le - medium-frequency) 
  

Running like a headless chicken is the worst possible re-
sponse, especially in a crisis where every word and every 
action  is being  measured and analysed by the audience.  

     The audience profile is a scientific framework which 
measures & analyses the audience on dimensions like Sus-
picious v/s Trust, Data v/s Story, High Context v/s Low Con-
text, Analytical v/s Actionable (Call 2 Action) and so on. 
Once the Leader has a grip on the profile of target audi-
ence, they can easily strategise the other elements like 
medium, message, etc & create a ‘wow’     experience. 

•  s : Smart Messaging (holding statements)     
While full message development often takes time and must 
await the outbreak of an actual crisis, “holding statements,” 
messages designed for use immediately after a crisis 
breaks, can be developed in advance to be used for a wide 
variety of scenarios to which the organization is perceived 
to be vulnerable, based on the risk assessment.  

       
Some of the popular holding statements are :  
      “We have implemented our crisis response plan, 

which places the highest priority on the health & safety of 
our employees and other stakeholders.” 

     “Our thoughts are with those who were in harm’s way, 
and we hope that they are well.” 

    “We will be supplying additional information as and 
when it is available and posting it on our website.”  



• I : Influencers driven, not by management   
‘‘Who’ says is as critical, as ‘What’ is being said. This deci-
sion of ‘Who says’ often rests with the Senior Management 
as it is a           reflection of power and control. During nor-
mal times this works perfectly as we adhere to hierarchies 
and structures, but during crisis and chaos structures 
crumble; what works is faith and trust.   

   Influencers are a set of people who have a ‘following’ 
because of their ‘persona / charm’ and not necessarily be-
cause they are in a position of power. During crisis, these 
set of influencers need to be identified and groomed on 
scientific tools and principles so that they can be the 
spokesperson to their respective audiences in times of crisis 
and build the required momentum.     

•  i : integrate platforms  
Both digital & non digital mediums of communication 
are to be optimised, as they are not just a means of 
reaching quickly to the intended audiences but also 
bring a sense of gravitas and seriousness to the mes-
sage.  
             
   Based on the nature of Industry, demographic profile 

of the audience, the nature of the crisis, a fine balance be-
tween digital and non-digital mediums needs to be drawn 
up. Smooth integration of channels ensures that the com-
munication not only reaches its intended audiences, but 
also creates a sense of calmness and trust among them.  



• S : Simple & Standard    
  In crisis on one hand the information is flooding and          

overwhelming, while on the other our capacity to digest 
information is reduced because of the anxiousness and un-
certainty. What is required here is a simple and standard 
set of updates / information that is Jargon-free, clutter-free, 
glossy free. This is the key to make an impact. Besides sim-
plicity, what is also required is a degree of standardisation 
in the way communication is disseminated- by whom, when,  
where,  what, why, etc.    
  

•  s : Speed is the Essence    
  Lies travel faster than the truth and the same is true 

with gossips and rumours.  If not addressed on time, these 
lies often become folklore and then haunt us as the unsaid 
truth. During crisis, speed is of essence and getting the tim-
ing right is equally crucial.    

             
     In a digital world which is constantly interacting the 

need for speed is extremely critical. It takes a few minutes of 
lapse for a simple tweet to go viral, turn into an escalation 
and damage control thereof is an uphill task.  

 The biggest challenge in communicating during crisis 
is striking the fine balance between diverse forces, but en-
suring the message comes out crystal clear.  It is all about 
expression and not staying quiet or overthinking but jump-
ing into action. 

 In short friends, love is a verb! 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